The construction of Etix Jokkmokk #1 has just started.
Etix Everywhere announced the launch of its 12th data center dedicated to HPC in
Sweden.
Jokkmokk, Sweden – May 23nd, 2017 – Etix Everywhere, a global data center provider and
operator, ArcticSites, a Swedish development agency and Diginex, a multinational crypto-asset
investment services and distributed ledger technology (DLT) company, announce that
construction of Etix Jokkmokk #1, a colocation data center above the Arctic Circle in Sweden, has
just started.
An efficient clean-energy data center for HPC
A year ago, Etix Everywhere and ArcticSites announced the start of the marketing process of the
future data center. Thanks to Diginex, a company that has recently booked 8 MW of colocation
capacity, Etix Everywhere and ArticSites have been able to start the construction of the data
center. Diginex was looking for substantial capacity in Europe in order to expand its network of
data centers and to grow its High-Performance Computing (HPC) business.
“As we were expanding our capacity in Europe, we were looking for an highly-efficient
infrastructure.” explained Miles Pelham, Chairman at Diginex. “Etix Jokkmokk #1 was chosen as
it ensures optimal conditions with sustainable energy coming from a nearby hydro power plant.”
A great boost for the local economy
Jokkmokk is located in the second biggest municipality of Sweden, Norrbotten. The mayor of the
county, Robert Bernhardsson, welcomes the project as it will boost the local economy.
“Etix Everywhere committed to work with local and regional companies to build the data center.”
stated Bernhardsson. “This cutting-edge infrastructure will not only create direct jobs, but also
boost the digital ecosystem of the county.”
The construction is currently starting and the first phase of the facility will be live in 3 months only.
As the local and regional companies are going through digital transformation, the infrastructure
will also create indirect jobs in maintenance operations and digital services.
A new location for Etix Everywhere network of smart data centers
“Etix Everywhere is currently building a global network of edge data centers.” said Jörgen Venot,
Senior Vice President Europe. “Sweden is a location of choice for the industry as the country offers
undeniable advantages.”
Etix Jokkmokk is the 12th data center being built by Etix Everywhere, and Sweden is the 6th country
where the company opens an infrastructure after France, Morocco, Brazil, Belgium and Ghana.
This data center marks the next phase of Etix Everywhere's expansion since Etix group
announced a major capital increase for new edge data centers.
###

ABOUT ETIX EVERYWHERE
Etix Everywhere specializes in the construction and operation of scalable data centers and cable landing stations.
Headquartered in Luxembourg and founded in 2012, the company has developed innovative technical solutions that
can be deployed anywhere in less than 16 weeks. Etix Everywhere builds turnkey projects for large customers and also
develops its own colocation data center network in which housing services are provided. For more information, visit
www.etixeverywhere.com. Follow us on Twitter, LinkedIn and YouTube.
ABOUT DIGINEX
Diginex is a best-in-class full services provider for Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLT) with offices in Hong Kong,
Switzerland, Germany and Japan. The Diginex offering spans the entire DLT ecosystem and includes: high performance
computing operations in Asia and Europe; DLT consulting; smart contract design and provision; digital payments as

well as other DLT related services. Diginex is a trusted partner for companies looking to adapt their businesses into the
new era of decentralization. For more information visit: www.diginex.com. Follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn.
ABOUT ARCTICSITES
ArcticSites is a Swedish data center agency that offers colocation capacity, services related to data center site
development, and the facilitation of full service colocation market places. ArcticSites was founded 2016 after several
years of experience in this industry and the build up of a data center site development process that ensures a data
center operator a time to market of less than 5 months. For more information, visit www.arcticsites.se. Follow us on
LinkedIn.
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